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Letter from our Chair
I was delighted to be appointed as your new Chair at
the AGM in February and I know that my colleagues on
the Committee share my appreciation of your support.
We all of us feel we have hard acts to follow as, over the years, the Society
has gone from strength to strength thanks in no small part to all the skill
and hard work of our predecessors. I follow on from Jo Darbyshire, who
was our founding President and then Chair for three years, giving
generously of her time and extensive experience. Marion Nuttall also stood
down as Secretary after an unbelievably arduous nine years and she will
go down in the annals of our Society’s history as a key component of our
success. Both of them did much to enable us to develop our scope,
expand our membership and make an important contribution to the Arts
scene in the North West.
All of this highlights the need for a succession of talent and enthusiasm in TASF. A continuous flow of new blood
and new ideas is essential. In years to come we will have vacancies for a Treasurer, Programme Secretary, Team
Leaders for Heritage and Young Arts, as well as a never ending stream of volunteers without whom our trips,
tours and special events would never happen, nor projects such as Drawn from Youth and Stitching Together.
Growing our membership is one way to ensure this supply of fresh talent. The extra space at the Lowther will
enable us to recruit new members without the waiting list we have had to operate in recent years. Do bring along
family and friends to join us – our membership list is open.
However, there is nothing like experience and so to all our members I say - “Don’t be shy - don’t be backward at
putting yourself forward”. If you have been involved in the Committee or other activities before please come and
help again – if you have never been involved but would like to be then do not worry - there are lots of
experienced hands around to guide you.
I draw confidence from being supported by such an able Committee. Both Jean Holland, Treasurer, and Pauline
Hamilton, Programme Secretary, bring important continuity and knowledge to the team, and Christina McHugh
has bravely taken on the role of Secretary and is already making her mark whilst, at the same time, mentoring
Denise Malpas into her former role as Membership Secretary. Ill health has dogged my early stages as Chair and
I am indebted to Nigel Bramley-Howarth, who as Vice Chair, has shouldered so much of the workload during this
period of transition. My thanks go to all of them and to my former colleagues for helping me into my new
responsibilities.
I look forward to meeting up with more of you all at future lectures and Special Interest Days.
Enjoy the spring sunshine!

Pat Corless

.
Chair, The Arts Society Fylde
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Dates for your diary

See our website at theartssocietyfylde.org.uk for further information on all our future events

MON 23RD – WED 25TH
APR 2018
UK Cultural Tour – The Art &
History of Edinburgh
Three day tour including guided tour of
Edinburgh; National Gallery of Scotland;
Palace of Holyroodhouse & the Queen’s
Gallery; and the Royal Yacht Britannia.

WED 2ND MAY 2018
Seven Acts of Mercy
WED 21ST MAR 2018
Special Interest Day: The Arts of
Japan
Two lectures by Dr Meri Arichi
The Religious Art of Japan lecture will
examine two contrasting styles of
Buddhist Art: The Art of Pure Land
Buddhism and the Art of Zen. The
Secular Art of Japan lecture will look at
the historical development of a lively
market for luxury goods such as painted
screens and scrolls, lacquer objects,
ceramics, and textiles.

Ghislaine Howard
The Seven Acts represent values that are
found at the heart of all the world’s major
religions. This lecture will provide a
unique opportunity to gain insight into
Ghislaine’s engagement with a
challenging subject that will result in a
major exhibition in Manchester in 2019.

WED 4TH JULY 2018
Discovering MacDonald Gill:
Architect, Artist and Mapmaker
Caroline Walker
Lecture presents a colourful overview of
this versatile artist’s personal life and
artistic achievements, provided by his
great niece. MacDonald ‘Max’ Gill was
an architect, graphic designer and
letterer, best known for his pictorial
maps, especially those for the London
Underground.

WED 5TH SEPT 2018
First lecture of the new season
at the Lowther
Leslie Primo

WED 6TH JUNE 2018
Sir Christopher Wren and the
City of London Churches
Tony Tucker
WED 4TH APR 2018
Telling the Time Throughout the
Ages

Analyses Wren’s life and his career as a
scientist, astronomer and architect. It
features all his buildings in London,
Oxford and Cambridge, before focusing
on his City of London churches.

Kevin Karney
Looks at the devices man has used to
tell the time such as stars, sundials, our
shadows, Clepsydra (water clocks),
mechanical clocks and watches, burning
timers, sand glasses, bells, electronics
and more.
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Moving to the Lowther
By Pat Corless
In recent months you may have seen and heard of plans for the continued
redevelopment and enhancement of the Lowther Pavilion. It is exciting to think that
this will become our new meeting venue and we can avail ourselves of these new
facilities as they become available.
The Theatre has excellent heating and lighting,
purpose-designed comfortable seating with good
sight lines, as well as recently installed sound and
projection systems. The spacious bar area will
provide a reception area with space for displays,
sales and raffles, as well as room to just linger and
chat. Disabled parking and facilities are good; it is on
a main bus route and offers on-site parking for 60+
cars, with street parking close by, that is not time
limited.
Over time, we have settled into a well run routine at
the URC Hall but now we have an opportunity to
benefit from the larger and more flexible space at the
Lowther, and the Committee is optimistic that this will
enable the Society to continue to grow and develop
as it has done so successfully since 2009. We need
the help of all our volunteers to make this move
successful, and to create a welcoming and
comfortable environment at the Lowther.

We recognise that it will take time, effort and
imagination to turn this into our new home. Over the
summer months we will be giving thought to this and
we welcome suggestions about how we can
personalise the space, as well as to hear of ways we
can overcome any reservations you may have.
Already our Programme Team are well advanced in
arranging the 18/19 season. A lecture in September
2018 will replace the one that would have fallen on 2
January 2019 (a bit too close to New Year and often
not one of the best attendances). We will be off to a
terrific start again with Leslie Primo on Wednesday 5
September 2018 at 2pm at the Lowther.
The team at Lowther is enthusiastic about
developing their building as a hub for the Arts and I
am keen for TASF to work in partnership with them in
the months ahead - lots to look forward to!
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When You run out of walls in your house. Neighbours home by Kaz Andrew

Breaking through – local artists
from beyond the mainstream
By Tony Tackett
These days the Visual Arts are big business. Huge sums of money are made by
elements of the art establishment on everything from basic materials to auctions,
where record breaking amounts are frequently paid for works that will then, quite
probably, disappear into private collections.
Against this movement there are still individuals and
groups that ‘do art’ for pleasure, recreation or their
own fulfilment. They will be non-professionals,
self-taught or untrained, and not part of the
mainstream art world. Maybe they feel compelled to
create or have something they need to say but,
regardless of their circumstances or the content of
their work, they produce art in virtually any style or
medium, unadulterated by the conventional culture of
the day.
Labelled at various times either 'Art Brut' or 'Outsider
Art', some of this work has been adopted by the very
art establishment it was shaped to disregard, and will
appear in commercial Outside Art auctions and
exhibitions both in the UK and internationally. But
there are many others, whose creativity goes
unrecognised and whose work remains unseen. The
Arts Society Fylde, as part of widening their

community involvement, is hoping to support local
artists from this group by mounting an exhibition later
this year to show their work.
I have been asked to progress this exciting venture
and, since it was first mooted, have been visiting
potential sources of exhibitors, as well as gathering
advice from relevant professionals on how to go
about progressing this. I have been very encouraged
by the interest and positive feedback to the idea of
an exhibition, and have seen exciting examples of
the sort of art we would be looking to display. On
reflection, we have moved away from the ‘Outsider
Art’ label, now seen as dismissive and too
institutionalised, and have developed a more
representative title for this venture.
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Don't Look by Frank Heller

Of course, it is a long way between
suggestion and realisation. There are a
number of activities blocking each other
that are proving difficult to resolve, so much
remains to be thought about, even more to
be undertaken. Basically, there is lots to do!
I have spoken with a number of Members,
who have volunteered to help and I am in
the process of producing a skeleton plan to
start the discussions on who, what and
when with them. If you think you would like
to become involved in some capacity, I
would be more than pleased to hear from
you. Please contact me, initially via The Arts
Society Fylde and I will get back to you to
discuss what is happening and where you
might best contribute.

Cousin Germain de Jacques Soisson by Jacques Soisson
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Bridge Across Communities by Jeffrey Hammond

Reflections on Painting
By Fiona Walmsley-Collins
“Recently they’ve clamped down on entry into art schools. They’ve made it obligatory
to have a set number of O levels except in the case of what they call ‘exceptional
talent’. In the 50s and 60s no such conditions existed. The art schools were the
refuge of the bright but un-academic, the talented, the non-conformist, the lazy, the
inventive and the indecisive: all those who didn’t know what they wanted but knew it
wasn’t a 9-till-5 job.”
George Melly, Revolt into Style, ‘The Pop Arts in Britain’. c1969.
On a cold January morning this year, I was given the
opportunity to visit Jeffrey Hammond (TAS Fylde
Member) at his home. I wanted to meet him to ask
him about his approach to painting, his paintings,
how he felt after his recent solo exhibition, and to
check if the description George Melly gives of art
schools in the mid-20th century was accurate.

Jeffery’s recent exhibition All The World’s A Stage, at
The Fylde Gallery, Lytham, was not only his first solo
exhibition but his first exhibition after a life in the
creative worlds of art, music and painting. Here is a
painter who is very self-aware that he has been
‘lucky’ in life, with the choices he has been able to
make in relation to his ‘work’ ie, painting.
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How great it must have been to be a pupil at
Blackpool Grammar School for Boys, when it was
based in the fantastic Raikes Parade Building (now
the Salvation Army HQ in Blackpool - off Church
Street), and to return there when it was taken over by
Blackpool College of Art and Technology as their Art
Department. There, on the top floor, Jeffery
undertook his A level Art coursework and exam
(more than once) and his Pre Diploma course. This
was at a time when the Head of Department and his
art tutor, John Armstrong, encouraged a professional
approach in the Art Department and the students to
get places, to study for their Fine Art degrees, at the
nation’s prestigious Art Schools.
Jeffery is someone, who on first impressions fits the
Melly quote. As he says himself he saw going to the
‘Tech’ and studying art ‘As a way of not getting
serious employment!’. How lucky to have parents
who would have preferred him to do something more
‘serious’, yet allowed him the freedom to pursue his
studies in art.
Lucky again, when he applied to Central School of
Art, London, and after his initial rejection, received a
letter that told him someone had declined their offer
of a place and he was first on the list of reserve
candidates.
Or not so lucky, like many who are successful at
‘getting into’ art school, the first few months can be
quite over-whelming. Suddenly for art students, at
that time and now, they have to adapt from a ‘formal’
training regime to one where they are allowed and
expected to deliver ‘Art’ from their previous courses
and personal experience. Not every student is quite
ready or prepared for the amount of ‘artistic’
freedom. Jeffery states he felt ‘lost’ for most of the
course but that things came together during the
second half of his third year, and he is grateful to his
fellow students for their help and guidance through
those years.
Jeffrey’s distraction from ‘Art’, when most of his
fellow students were going into teaching, came
through music and although he was very very
successful as a musician, in the band Jethro Tull
during the early 70s, after five years of touring the
world, he felt compelled to return to his first interest Art - in the form of painting. To this end that is what
he has been doing ever since.

Hagia Sophia by Jeffrey Hammond

his paintings from 9-till-5 - a world away from what
Melly describes of mid-century art school students.
Jeffery travels, reads art history books, visits
exhibitions, studies painting techniques and has
developed a dedicated discipline, akin to most
successful painters, in relation to his art. He
continues to undertake and complete his paintings
as work, 9-till-5, many of them talking five to six
months to finish.
We discussed a number of his paintings and how
sometimes they are mis-interpreted as photorealism.
Jeffery cities Richard Estes as a painter, the foremost
exponent of photorealism and someone whose
techniques he admires. This mis-representation of
his paintings is something that Jeffery feels strongly
about and confronts.
Continued on page 9

Whilst Jeffery was at art school the successful
contemporaneous styles of Art were that of
Conceptualism and Minimalism. This wasn’t to be his
style of painting. Once back into painting and with
the freedom to be himself, he felt he had to teach
himself to paint. He spent 10 years studying still life,
water colours, and other painting techniques. He
began a self disciplined regime of work, working on
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The Rise And Fall Of Empires by Jeffrey Hammond

In the continuing discussion about his paintings
Jeffery stated that location, light, technique and
narrative - ‘People in interesting public spaces', are
what are important to him. They are not just a
representation of a photograph but a vision, composed, arranged and often re-arranged to ‘entertain’
the viewer. This is done with a heightened sense of
realism to transform the normal or mundane into the
celebratory and joyful, infused occasionally with
humour. Jeffrey Hammond is very focussed on his
work.
We discussed the 'business' side of art and how
today's art students are educated, encouraged and
enforced to discuss this. This isn't something that
comes easily to older art school trained artists, who
are not currently in the formal education system as
teachers or lecturers.

So where is Jeffery now? He has had a lot of positive
feedback from the public from his exhibition. People
travelled from London, Newcastle and Leeds to see
his show. Many wanted to buy his paintings but at
the moment he is reluctant to sell. The exhibition was
one of the most visited at the gallery and although he
has been lucky to be able to concentrate on his
painting he is something of an outsider to the Art
World, with no current gallery or agent
representation.
All he wants to do now ‘Is get back to painting’.
I’m sure like me, you wish him the best of luck in the
future.
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A vote of thanks
to our Chair
Following February's AGM our Chair of
three years, Jo Darbyshire, stepped
down to be replaced by Pat Corless.
Here our Society President Hugh Ellwood
pays tribute to Jo's achievements.
May I say a heartfelt ‘thank you’ to our Lady
Chairman, Jo Darbyshire, who steps down after three
years of leading our society.
The Fylde Society had its inaugural meeting in 2009
and in the relatively short time since then, it has
gained a reputation for being one of the liveliest in
the country. Under Jo’s unique leadership it has
continued to be highly regarded.
Jo has used her legal skills and experience of serving
on voluntary organisations at both national and
international levels, and particularly in chairing
Lancashire Care NHS Trust, to bring in a number of
changes to the way the Society is run. She has
streamlined the Executive Committee and introduced
the idea of Team Leaders. She has encouraged
individuals to play a part in what particularly interests
them, so that there are now over 70 members willing
to help in some way – nearly a third of the
membership. She has also led the negotiations for
the move to the Lowther Pavilion and set the Society
in a new direction.
Her logical turn of mind, coupled with a friendly
manner and natural charm, has gained the loyalty
and support of the Committee she has led over the
last three years, and as a result of all their hard work
as a team, it has meant that the Society has been
able to thrive and develop in new directions. To see
the full range of activities we now undertake and
offer, you only have to take a look at our website.

December Delights
Once again we enjoyed a lovely Christmas lunch
at the Grand Hotel in St Annes. We were
delighted to have our first Chair Hilary Alcock
and her husband Doug as special guests. A big
thank you to all those who supplied raffle prizes,
especially to Barbra Cropper, who donated a
framed print of one of her beautiful Lakeland
paintings.
Because of our move to the Lowther in
September 2018, this year's Christmas lunch will

Jo has certainly made a difference, for which we are
truly grateful and she will no doubt continue to be a
welcome member of the Society.

follow the morning (11.00 am) lecture on 5
December, both of which will be held at Fylde
Rugby Club. Further information will be made
available later in the year.
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Gare do Oriente

Lisbon - traditional heritage and
striking modernism
By Pam Foster
Lisbon was to be our destination for last
September's five-day European Cultural Tour and
what a good choice it turned out to be – palaces,
museums, monasteries, galleries, beautiful buildings,
modern architecture and wonderful Pastéis de Nata,
or custard tarts if you prefer.

Natural da Arrábida, provided welcome changes from
the sometimes very busy palaces and museums. Our
visit to a tile factory, to observe the manufacture and
decoration of beautiful tiles, all by hand, was an
added bonus.

Our weather was mostly warm and sunny but,
unfortunately, after climbing the tortuous route up to
the hill town of Sintra, with its fairytale palaces, the
mist and rain came down and we were denied the
views the altitude promised. But Lisbon is built on
seven hills and almost wherever you are there are
spectacular views over the city down to the river
Tagus. On our visits to the Museu Gulbenkian, the
Palácio Nacional de Queluz, the Palácio de los
Marqueses de Fronteria, the Mosteiro dos Jerónimos
and the Museu Nacional de Arte Antiga (yes we really
did visit all these places and lots more!), we
continually caught glimpses of the impressively long
Vasco da Gama bridge straddling the river, and the
startling statue of Cristo Rei, Christ the Redeemer, on
the south bank.

An unscheduled visit to the Parque das Nações area
of the city on our last afternoon was a highlight for
many of us. We left behind the historical buildings,
the old wooden trams and iron funiculars to view a
modern, striking and vibrant side to traditional
Lisbon. Situated on the Tagus estuary, the Park was
previously a desolate industrialised zone, that has
been transformed into an ultra-modern centre for
businesses and tourists alike. Bold architecture
dominates, in particular the magnificent railway
station, the Gare do Oriente. The area is very
walkable, dotted about with gardens, urban art and
water features. Many of us took the opportunity to
have a birds eye view by flying over the area in a
cable car.

A trip along the Atlantic Coast, and visits to the
fishing villages of Cascals and Sesimbra, as well as
to the hill town of Palmela and the scenic Parque

We left Lisbon knowing a lot more about Portugal's
history and art but not enough to stop us wanting to
visit again.
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Palácio de los Marqueses de Fronteria
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Positives and negatives –
Pilot update
By Marion Nuttall
We have now completed over half of our two-year Pilot and how quickly time has
gone. Just a reminder and also for new Members to the Society, the Pilot started on 1
October 2016 for which we changed the management structure from a Committee of
10 to a smaller Executive Committee (EC) of six, responsible for governance &
strategic planning, with operational management delegated to five Team Leaders
(TLs) for the various areas of Communication, Programme and Volunteering Activities.
There were few criteria specified by The Arts Society,
thus we adopted an evolving, developmental
approach having set ourselves clear goals, including
high quality programme activities offered within a
sound financial base, and increased participation by
Members. We also aimed to compare the previous
management structure with the current one and to
formulate a succession plan for the AGM in 2018.
In a moment of madness (!) I agreed to evaluate the
Pilot but it has been interesting and I would like to
thank everyone for their co-operation. The response
so far has been exceptionally good and informative.
The first three evaluation questionnaires had
response rates of 70%, 78% and 100%, which is
very high.
The EC and TLs are pleased with our Members’
evaluation of the high quality of the Programme (93%
- excellent/good); its excellent organisation &
management (100% - excellent/good); and the
outstanding communication (94% - excellent/good).
There is a high level of Members’ participation in
attendance and in volunteering (60%).
The new management structure has highlighted both
positive and negative aspects. Some of the latter
have been, or are currently being, addressed
although the full impact of interventions has not been
fully evaluated and forms part of the second phase of
the Pilot.
Positives include a ‘fresh energy’ brought to the
Society, with an opportunity for both EC Members &
TLs to focus and specialise on specific aspects such
as heritage and governance; potential for Committee

meetings to be more streamlined, although this has
yet to be realised; and a greater awareness by
Members of what is involved in running the Society
and succession planning, with nominations for three
Committee roles, who stood for election at the AGM.
In addition, volunteers are coming forward. Two
Programme Launch Evenings, together with an
Afternoon Tea event, undoubtedly contributed to this
outcome. However, at the time of writing this article,
there are no new names presented as potential TLs.
Moving to the negatives: communication between EC
Members and TLs, and between the TLs themselves
is a big issue. Steps have been taken to address this
but feelings of bureaucratic communication, of loss
of control, of isolation and the perceived
development of ‘splinter groups’ are issues still to be
resolved. A second important issue is the increased
workload and responsibility reported by 64% of
TLs/EC Members. Work is continuing in reviewing
roles.
Because of the high level of satisfaction of Members,
which is marginally higher than in 2016, the EC
agreed that the second phase of the evaluation
would concentrate on eliciting feedback from TLs &
EC Members, in evaluating the effectiveness of
actions taken to address the issues. This started in
2018 and will, hopefully, lead to recommendations for
training for other societies, and to the establishment
of a management structure for The Arts Society
Fylde, which has been informed by practice during
this Pilot.
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The Arts Society Fylde
theartssocietyfylde.org.uk
A member of The Arts Society
Members pursue a mutual interest in the arts through lectures on a
wide range of decorative and fine arts topics including art, sculpture,
jewellery design, architecture and garden design. Lectures are on the
first Wednesday of every month at 2pm in the Hall of the St Annes on
Sea United Reform Church, St Georges’s Road, St Annes FY8 2AE.
From September 2018 onwards all lectures will be held at the
Lowther Pavilion, Lytham.
Chair: Pat Corless
Vice Chair: Nigel Bramley-Haworth
In the Picture is edited by Pam Foster. It is published twice a year in
March and October. If you would like to submit an item please
contact the editor at pamfos@gmail.com
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